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Commentary: Aortic valve
annuloplasty: The true and
the false
The anatomical aortic annulus and the rings.

CENTRAL MESSAGE

Annuloplasty is now a standard-
ized procedure for aortic valve
repair but patient selection and
expertise still drive the
procedure.
Davide Pacini, MD, PhD, and
Giacomo Murana, MD, PhD

During the past decade, valve-preserving root replacement
has been increasingly adopted and standardized for patients
with ascending aortic dilatation.1,2 This led to the introduc-
tion in European guidelines3 of aortic valve repair, using the
reimplantation or remodeling with aortic annuloplasty tech-
nique, being recommended as class I (level C) in young
patients with aortic root dilation and tricuspid aortic valves
when performed by experienced surgeons. However, there
are favorable conditions that predict durable outcomes
and other factors that could suggest a higher incidence of
aortic reinterventions.

In the interesting review article by Federspiel and col-
leagues,4 the authors present a summary of different aortic
annuloplasty techniques performed in patients undergoing
valve and root repair. They critically describe current
options and different aspects of this fascinating procedure.
Based on that acquired knowledge, one might condense
the possibility of sparing the aortic valve in 2 words: indica-
tion and expertise.

The key to reproducing a successful aortic valve-sparing
operation is specific recommendations.5 The first step to a
successful repair is accurate and meticulous assessment of
root anatomy. Preoperative echocardiography can describe
valve morphology, quantify aortic regurgitation and eval-
uate its mechanisms, determine the aortic direction jet
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(eg, central or eccentric), define the morphology of the
aorta, and determine the feasibility of valve-sparing aortic
surgery or valve repair.
The second step is experience inside the operative

theater. Different concepts of annuloplasty have been pro-
posed, including internal and external rings, suture annulo-
plasty, subcommissural suture, and sinotubular junction
remodeling. We know that ring annuloplasty provides a
more effective reduction of aortoventricular diameters
compared with subcommisural plication; however, there is
little objective evidence regarding superiority of any single
technique over another. Even less evidence is available
regarding pros and cons of various approaches for certain
pathologies. Therefore, the best mode of application of a de-
vice (external vs internal ring), type of material, sizing, and
all of the other adjunctive procedures performed on the
aortic root make the difference to effectively stabilize the
aortoventricular junction and obtain durable repair.
An untruth that abounds in the field of aortic annuloplasty

is regarding the absence of acute drawbacks. This procedure
adds complexity to aortic valve repair and severe complica-
tions may occur even in expert hands. There are reported
case series of coronary distortion leading to infarction, fis-
tula between the aorta and the right ventricle, interference
with cusp mobility, conduction system disturbances, and se-
vere bleeding. Long-term failure has been also described,
especially for internal rings because prosthetic material
close to cusp tissue may lead to inflammatory changes
and cusp restriction.6 It is also wrong to say that aortic an-
nuloplasty is the only way to stabilize the annulus in cases
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of root dilatation because the reimplantation technique can
solve the problem in the same way.

The use of aortic valve annuloplasty has evolved from an
occasional procedure to a reproducible treatment option;
however, clear recommendations are not available and we
all should keep in mind to choose the right patient for the
ring and then to find the ring that fits the patient.
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